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2005 Group Meeting 
3rd September  2013 

Board Room of CVCHA, High Street 
 

1.  Welcome, Introductions and Apologies: Action 

 Present:  John Miles (Acting Chair) Grace Miles (mins sec), Sue Spicer,  Clr. Lynda 
Clinton, Steve Clayton (Acting Chair), Mike Wroe, Wendy Stokes, Brian Cragg, Clive 
Edwards (Tyburn Mail). 

Apologies:  Jean Downey, Pat Romano, Tony Romano, Carla Belle, Wendy Walsh, Clr. 
Mike Sharpe, 

 

   

2.  Minutes of the last meeting   

2.1 Agreed to be a true record  

   

3.   Matters Arising  

3.1  (Item 3.1) The question was raised if there was any more information regarding the HS2 
construction traffic. We were advised they would use Javelin Avenue for the excavation 
of ‘balancing pools’. RM stated Ken Sims is putting all information together and will meet 
the HS2 contacts on behalf of the community. A community meeting will be held on 16th 
or 17th September at Bromford Hall. More plans will be made available.  PR commented 
that Ian Tremayne has noted this could be difficult. IB stated that the line will go 
underground at Bromford and at the Business Park also.  This subject needs to go on the 
Agenda for the next meeting also. 

 

 

 

CB 

3.2 

 

(Item 7.7/8) JM reported and commented on the excellent and very encouraging report 
of this years exam results for Greenwood Academy. The question was raised as to 
whether the school will be refurbished or rebuilt. A rebuild is most likely. Of the two 
options of having the school rebuilt on the existing site or on the other side of 
Farnborough Road, PR stated that the views of all stakeholders will be sought and taken 
into account.  

 

4.   Police Report  

4.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PC AW distributed the monthly report for July. She reported there had been 39 crimes 
reported, of which 9 were theft of petrol from Sainsbury’s petrol station.   The Manager 
has agreed to attend the October Tasking meeting. 
There have been more problems with the ‘Boy Racers’. The injunction is due to expire in 
one week’s time. During the past incidents ‘Section 59’ notices have been given to 
offenders. This will mean that if the vehicle is seen racing again it will be seized.  9 cars 
have already been issued with this notice.   
IB stated he was glad that the police are taking action, but he’s very concerned about 
the injunction coming to an end. The Section 59 only applies to the cars and drivers and 
not the spectators.  
PC AW suggested he take this up with the Superintendent. 
WS stated that Hams Hall are putting gates up to restrict entrance, which may cause 
them to come our way instead.  
It was suggested a meeting be held with David Billingham to discuss this problem. 
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4.2 
 

4.3 

 
4.4 
 

4.5 

JC stated he is very concerned about the number of children riding bikes in front of cars. 
They need educating. He has seen children racing alongside each other in the road.  

LC commented there they have an article in the ‘Tyburn Mail’, and they would like to 
make helmets compulsory. 

JC wondered about the possibility of Road Safety lessons in schools. CB suggested taking 
this up with the Youth Council. 

RM reported there is a meeting concerning the Jaguar parking situation tomorrow. 

 

5.   CVCHA Update  

5.1  

 

5.2 

 

 

 

5.3 

PR reported there have been rumours and myths going round concerning the issues with 
the Bedroom Tax, suggesting the bedrooms could be re-classified as dining rooms etc.  
This would cost a lot of money, though, and the Department would clamp down on us.   

Home ownership – PR mentioned that when houses are sold half of the sale money goes 
to the CVCHA, and the other half going into a home owners initiative, which provides 
Money Advice etc.  They are looking at ways of helping home ownership, and setting up 
a furniture resource facility, where old furniture could be collected and renovated. This 
would come under TRA ownership.  

LS commented that some people having to downsize are having financial problems with 
the costs concerned in downsizing. PR replied saying that help is available, with removal 
costs being met. They are trying to work on a ‘Help to move’ fund. 

 

   

6.   NPB Board Meeting  

6.1 

 

 

 

6.2 

RM welcomed the opportunity to raise questions about the coming NPB Board Meeting. 

BC was concerned that the business section has no AGM.  RM commented there is no 
discussion in that part so no AGM required. SS stated that the agenda for the general 
meeting is mainly for the AGM.  RM stated the minutes of the Community meeting will be 
sent out. RM will send an Agenda to BC. 

BC asked about the money from Plot 3. To facilitate the prompt purchase of the plot, it 
was agreed that the £60K cost of the work on the water main will be equally shared 
between CVCHA and NPB. 

 

RM 

7. NPB Residents Board Member Update  

 SS distributed the Board Members Update  

7.1 

 

7.2 

 

7.3 

 

7.4 

The next NPB meeting will be on Thursday 5th September. The AGM will take place on 
this date at 2pm. There will also be a presentation on the impact of Welfare Reform for 
CV residents. 

Harry French – the new Principal of Greenwood Academy, had made a real effort to meet 
as many people as possible. The new transitional governing body had their first set of 
meetings in August.  Topcliffe School received a ‘Good’ in its recent Ofsted inspection. 

Negotiations have taken place between AET and CVCRS who have agreed to manage the 
centre for an initial 12 months and continue the current services. 

CVCHA are reviewing their resident inclusion strategy and will be talking to as many 
resident groups as possible over the coming months. Give Laura Jones or Zoe Hopkins a 
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7.5 

7.6 

 

 

 

call for more information or to share your thoughts or ideas. 

The Digital Hub at Topcliffe is open every Monday and Wednesday 10-4pm. 

CB reported that the CV Festival will be on September 20/21st. Banners publicizing this 
will be going up in the next few days, and more details will be coming out soon. 

People needed to be involved in the following : 

Opening Ceremony, Costumes, Saturday afternoon fun zones, stalls, catering. Forms can 
be found on the website. 

WS stated 2005 members are needed to run a 2005 stall. 

Information can be found on the Website or speak to Carla/Tracey, or Claire 

RM suggested households could put up bunting, and a flag will be available in this 
months ‘Tyburn Mail’. 

There will be a music event on Friday evening, and CBSO performing on the Saturday 
afternoon.  

A photo project is on Facebook and everyone is encouraged to take a look. 

8. Report from Groups  

8.1 

8.2 

 

 

8.3 

 

8.4 

 

 

 

8.5 

 

 

8.6 

TRA - MW reported the AGM will be held on 26th September 5-7pm above the library. 

Pool User Group – LC reported they recently had their AGM and Amanda was elected 
as Chair. They are arranging a Water Festival at Christmas. A public meeting will be held 
in October, date yet to be advised. The new Centre manager is brilliant, and the upstairs 
room is being publicised.   

LC also mentioned that Pype Hayes Hall area has been proposed as a site for new 
properties/homes. LC will vote against this at a meeting shortly. Contact her if you need 
details and would like to attend this meeting. 

Castle Vale Diabetes Support 

JC stated there are new rules for insulin user drivers, who now need to test their blood 
before driving their vehicle.  If the test shows 4, they have to turn their engine off. The 
rules for lorries and buses are much stricter now.  Updates from DVLA are coming up. 

Leaflets can be found at Doctor’s surgeries or on their Website. 

Ancestry Group 

PR reported that the Ancestry Group are meeting next Tuesday at the Library from 9.30 
– 11 am. Cost is £4 

Computer Training 

JD recommended the training being done by Matthew which is held each Monday and 
Wednesday at Chivenor House from 10 – 4pm 

 

   

9.  AOB  
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9.1 Stadium Transfer  

9.2 

 

9.3 

 

9.4 

 

MW asked for progress on this, and PR reported that it has been approved by the 
council, and will be in 2 stages.  

The transfer will take place in October, and there will be a meeting for all interested 
parties. 

Speaker suggestion 

JM suggested inviting the new principal  - Harry French to our meeting, and this was 
agreed,  perhaps for December.        

 

 10. Date of next meeting  

 1st October 2013  

   

 

 

 


